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Superiority comparison tests are used to demonstrate, 
with some predetermined confidence, that a modified lot is 
superior to th·e original rejected lot. Sirota (1) approached 
this problem by minimizing the required second sample size. 
This paper describes a modified test whfch is directed to the 
problem of reducing total expecte~ cost while making the 
superiority comparison. 
A Bayesian technique is introduced and used to approach 
this problem. The results are analogous to the first two tests 
even though complete ignorance about the distribution of p 
(the probability of a defective)· is assumed. The Bayesian 
\', 
. -- - .. - . - - -- --
, · .. ·- technique has the. added· 'aciva.n1:age. of. utilizing information 
. . ..... -. ··:-. 
gathered as the testing proceeds. 
The classical approach to this problem which utilize_s 
th-e----0pe-~-ating---eha-~ae-te-r-i-sti-e-is--al-so----pF-e-s-e-nt--e-d.~- -
----- -- --·--·--- -------- -- . . -· ·.. . . --- - ---· .. -., . - ---- -- - . ---- -·-- .. ·---· '. --· ~- ·--· ~ --- - --·- - -· -
A discussion of a total expected cost model and the 
- ·._ . : ' 
-- - '--:· -·· -.- ···:- ·:·- --
~=·-~.:i.:-· ·- -- ···- . 
. 
Bayesian technique is used to estimate one of the parameters 
of the model. 
t• _·.-· 
1 
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- - - - --- -----~---------- ---------'---·-- -----------·-
Methods for making superiority compa-ri-s-en-s of prie>r . . ---------------
tested items are examined in this paper. A superiority com-
paris.on of prior tested items concerned a lot which is sampled 
and rejected because of too many defective units and the lo.tis 
then modified or_ screened and resubmitted. The. problem is to 
then determine, _ with some predetermined confidence, whether 
,,_ "'" the resubmitted lot is -signi-ficant-l-y--imp-roved from the first lot, 
which was reject~d. 
A novel approach ~o this problem was suggested in a paper 
by Milton Sirota ( 1 ) . 
Sirota developed an exact method of computation of his 
probabilities by using the binomial distribution. This method 
requir~s the assumption that t~e source of the items is unlimited, 
.. - ' 
, 
---------
·.-similar to work done by the Statistical Research Group at 
... . .. 
• ·-·--·.,--······ -- _____ .:.;,·-- ., .4 ..... ~ ....................... ~: ....... _, .. "-· ··-··· ••• "". ••"- ••••• •••.•• •.• •• • • -·-·· -- •. -···· -··.-· --- .. -- - • • ••• :;· ,7 
---··-· '-·"•°'"--,-----.-.-_,....:_ ...... .. "··-·-. -- . . ·- --•- -· .. r -· _- --.-
Columbia Univer·sity in the 1940' s (2) and R. A. Fisher (3 ). 
Sirota concerned himself primarily with minimizing the size 
-------~-~-----·--------·---·-----·----------·------·--··· --------------·-- ---'---
ofrthe sample taken from the resubmitted lot. Since he used 
--
---
~--- -~- .. · . 
_zero as the acceptance numbe--r----fo~-this second sample, .the _____ --------·---·------·------:-
. 
-
_,,, _____ .····- .----.. -- ·-----------·--·-··-···--·- ---- ··- - . -..... -...•.. -···· ..•.... , .. -· ... . ................ - ... ··- .. ···•·· .. ····- ····· . -..... --· . . ... . 
·· ···•·-~---- --· ·-·•· ........... _._ .. ~ .. ~·~· .• ,- ·· ... · c·· •-· .. ··------ ··-···· ·-• ··· .... ·--·· -- ····-- • -~.-.-•--·-·- ·••· ...... ------ ·.r r ...__ --··--·-----·- · ·---··--'·..._ •· • 
size of the sample was minimized. 
--- ~----
-----------
-· - This technique of Sirota' s, though it does minimize the sample 
---------·-
----- -- ,_:_ - --- - . 
size, does not make any analy~is of associated costs. His test 
. 
-- -· -- - -
l .u z 
---'--·------- . . 









total expected cost associated with j.t. That is, th.e power curves - · ---r-
\ .. 
.. indicate a yery good likelihood of rejecting the resubmitted lot, 
. . 
' even if it ~as been significantly improved by the modification or 
• screening. 
- . By further analysis of the pow·er of tests of this type,· possible 
modifications which allow other -acceptance numbers suggest 
themselves. By increasing the acceptance number to one, the 
power curve becomes S-shaped and the likelihood of making a /3 
( 
type error is reduced.· However, the size of the sample required 
to achieve the same level of confidence is increased by these · 
modifications. This paper develops the formulation for a mod;fied 





'\. ~--- ··- ,..:._ ...... - --·· A ;Baye~ian tec.hniqtte is developed -for both Sirota' s ·rest and 
. -------·---·---·---------·nt9dificat.ion mentioned in- the pr,·eceding par·agraph. Furtlie_:r, ---····--, - -~ ---· ·--··- . --:-----·--·---------··--:-·· :. . . . ' . . .. 
' 




- - --- - --- - -- -- ----- -
- - - -------'--.._ -
- ---
~------- -prob-lem, -·is presented. ~- - --------·--···----- ---- - - · 
I 
-- ----------- ·-----~ . . 
- -






technique to a cost model are discussed. 
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·--~- .-------- --- ·"-·-·. --··- ---------~----·------- --------------·------~---·--· ------ ····-· --- ------··--·-----
==:==_,..;__  =~===c:;~c=-"1'1"'1"'1.='·TESTS"=·yoR.~---mR1NG SUPERIO:RtTY COMPARISONS OF .. PRIOR - ·-- ~~ 
----T-ES-'F-EB-I-'F-EMS ---------- ··-····' 
+- -
--
II-A Sirota's Test {I) · •; 
Sirota uses an exact method for determining whether. the 
~ample results of the modified lot indicate superiority over the 
original lot. First he made the hypothesis that both lots come 
-from the same overall population with a specific but unknown 
-percentage of defectives. If the results indicate differences 
too great to attribute to chance, the hypothesis is rejected and 
he concludes that the samples came from different populations. 
This conclusion is based on work done by the Columbia 
Research Group (2). Thus, one lot is considered superior. 
to the other with a specified risk of error. 
.size and the number of defects are known, Sirota only has to 
'"'' ,., .. ,.,,, ••••• •• •• •• • •• ,• ••• • ,. ,, •-,,,,.,..,, .. ,,.,,, . .,,r,,,,,., •• ,,..,.,., •'-'''"""''''''' •• •• •• ,, ''"' • • ••• 
compute how large of a second sample with no defects will 
indicate superiority. 
--•--·-· _ L-----~-----------·-·--••• •----~==~ - . rh~ compuJ~t~_().!?-_~--- ~-~t~-~ .. Js .. based upon the. ~~~o~_el!l ()f -. 










- -- ·~ 
- ~~ .... -.,_,_,.~~\..~.Ztt=.._~ .......... ~= ........ __..~--..... ~~-=..:=:--...:_----·.....;-... ..:.;;c:..._;:.. _ __c-:~--:.:.--=.·---- -- ·--· ~- .. , ... -~--------~---- ·.- ··- - -· ·· •... --- . -· ·-,--..--· .- . . . ... . __ : ... : ... _,...:. - ;_; __ ..:....;--:.:....;,..;:..:.:: ... :..c....,..;:_·..C.::.. .:....: .. =..:....:___..;:....:._ ___ ~~...:...-_:..:.:.;... _____ .;_·.:.:._..:;.:;.:;;.:_~.----:.-... -.:.- • .....;. ... ~:.;.,;.. ... ;;.,;; ___________________________ .. 
. . 
_____ .. ___ ... ,~-----·~·--.... ,-,---···--~-----.----------------------·----.:...-·--s 
-··' .. ------·---··------ - l 
···=··-----··----~-
joint conditional probabilities and the binomial dist.ribution, 
follows: 
The probability that x 1 defectives will occur in Ni units 








.. I. --- -- •,•·--·- ... 
. - - ---~- ---··-·· ..... -,;· ,~~---·-·',-
----.~----------
-·- ---·--·- -· -- --· 
• Q 
'----'-~~_:_=-c....:~-· - :-;.;=:-_ ___...:..==-...:.:=..---::--'~=~=.=.:=::=.----=~~._-=~ ,.-_-'-',··v-;=== -- ·:..:.__.::_--- ,:;.:;.:;_._.;~ -_::-__:.:-~'""-.....-.=-=-----:• 
,,,,- :-~J->-1'~; 
--__ -____ -_-_---------B--(X,,-N.-,P)~ X, ! (%•~-X,)! -P~-ft---P}"''-x_. ---~- (I) 
} 
also, the probability that. 0 defectives will occur in Nz units 
(modified sample) is:· 
(Z) 
I 
I The joint probability of x 1 in N 1 and O in Nz is the . i I 
i 
' i product-"of (I) and (2): 
I 
I N. ! P"' (I - P)N,+H&-X, 
x., (NI - x,) ! (3) _ I
\ 
Since under Ho there is no difference. in the_ lots, we 
:/;) 
seek the conditional probab.ility p (X1 in N1 and o- in 
The probability of X 1 in (N 1 + Nz) is 
B (X N +N P' (N,+N~)! Px'(I-P)N,+Na.-x, 
. I; • 2. ) J = X f (N N - X ) I 
I• ,+ & I • (4) 
. Therefore the required probability 
• - -· - . .-_.:. .•-.,-~, :-- .... ··~ ., __ : . .J..•-~· ·'-... ~. ;~'. '--. ~ .. :: -.-::-- • 










~ Nz})--i·s - ( ---· '--.., .. •.:......- -~. ··~~.-: -~ .. "'·. -·.a--. ., . • ... .. --· 
. i 
given by (3) / (4) above= (N,~~~·~r&-x,); . 
. N' I • NI+ N, ! 
(5) 
By setting (5):S: o<. for particula_r-·vatues~of ex say 0. 05, 
----. -------------------~--
~=--~=--=----~..;..;____;.;..~~-~==--=-·==:====-· =:'"--~-=--·~ -- - . -- --- ... ----~--- ---- ··---· ·- ·-···-··--··· --- ·····--·- ·----·------ -
--- -- -- 0. l 0, and 0. 20 and solving for the_l.e_as_t_N2 which satisfies -
-- -··- -·- - -······---·······---·······-. - ----·-· -·- --- -- --
·•···. ----.---·-----·-·---~---···----·-------.-·--··- .. _____ ............... -
__ .......,_,.. .. ~ .... Mo.~ ~--~--· . .........----~ 
______ ... __ •• ,.. ·- ~· .. --- - ·-··- ·-·-···- •••. , ........ ..,.- •• ··---"•''· '···'-''·-····•'' - ..• ,,.~-----··--------·~-~--·"·· ·~~--~·"··-· h ••• -,_,~ ..... --~·····-·"· ,,_ .. _,, • ..,.. ••. ·-·· -·-·.,·--·-. ·,-:·.··~,···· 
. •• •• 
., -~~ ·-·-···~·..:..:..-=--~--___ ,___. ............. 
· . the· inequality he generated his table of required sample sizes 
----N2• - The table is for -s-elected sample sizes {N1) and number of-----------------·---------~---- --




.. ... ....... l 




As can be seen from. the computations above, Sirota_ u~ed 
zero as his acceptance number. The power functio·n for Sirota's 
Test is given by: 
p (O in Nz and x,in N1 I x,in N.1 + Nz) 
"=•,: 
=----------------------
.t ( ~·) R i. (I - P,)N, -i. ( XN_a.) Pz"'-i.(I _ P,)N2 -Jt, +-i. a - --·•--·-·•·- ·-• ·--··~•'• ····:-·~ •••-• •••- •• "• •-•••• 
LSO ~ IL 
- probability of a defective i11 ttte _'first .sample -
--- ----- -, --- --· -----· - -- - ---- -
and P 2 - probability of a defectiye in the first sa·mple 
·.Be.lo.w IS a plot .. of the power curvei_:.for' NI :.3,.:o· 
1.0. ·x· --
- I 3 
·o .• 1 o 
3-4: 
0.7S 
.and. as,surn-e: P. ~, 
-··· .·. . . - . . . I -o .• 10 
. - ·-·--···: .. .,,. 
... •·· .. , ~_..... ~- . . ~ .. · : .• -..... 0" ' ·- 0 a ":H·- ::- ... 
·-- r • 
- . ·--
- ' ... 1--· ··- - . -- ~·~ .• - ..... , ...... _.......,..'tf"";;--- .. _ ... _ --- .-
... 
H- _____ .: ..... ~-- ••• -·~-·:•••-:'••'--''•••·-··' • • 
'· 
. If'• """•:;•"••:n~"•'•' • • j •. • • 
---~--.-
--~- -~-----
"' . . .. - ........... -. .~ .. (Xt 0.50 
I 
-
- - --· -----·-·- ---- -· . ----- ~---·- .. -- - ----·- . --- -· ·- ~- - -----·· --- ~--· _,_ .-- .- --·-
. - - -~ ·-·· . 
--- - :..:..~'.-: :_:.:...:: __ -~- ._. -~ ··----=.:-- ~ -~,;::__- - :.::.-;:::·_ --·-·- -,.-----·-·· -- ... -----------------··. 
.... --- . -- .. .. .. .... -- .... - . 
- ----- --------- - -- -- -~ ----··--···· --·---- -
0( 
------·------------. --------~------ ---·- _ .. ---·--- --o· -t---+------~------1--------..... Pa 
0.01 0,04 0.07 0.10 
\ 
' I 
. '" 6 '1 
----· ·- . . ------· 
·- '-· ....... . 
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II. TESTS FOR MAKING SUPERIORITY COMPARISONS OF. PRIOR . 
TESTE·D ITEMS - · --.. ----------------------- - - -··· .... - ----- - .. ---·· .. - .. -- -----------·---------······-· ------·--- --- ------- --------- ··-··-. .. - -- --- . ---- ---- - --
II - B Modified Test 
. T~computations for changing the acceptance number to 
one, as opposed to zero, follow: (Similar marginal numbering 
to Sirota' s is us.ed for clarity). 
The probability that XI failures will occur in NI units 
-----·-------··--· -~ ---- - ------ -~1 ----- - ~-. -------
-
-
. ( original sample) is 
N, ! X X 8 (X P) P '(1-P~N·- ·. 
• ; N. , = X,! (N, - xJ ! ) (I) 
al~o the probability that O or I failures will occur in Nz units 
.. (modified sample) is: 
8 (O; N,., P) + B (I; Na> P) · 
:,..6·-
__ .,. _ ........ ·-
- .. --- ~-- ~-- t --. -- ---~· --- ~; , ....... - .:..,...;.. -·- ~·-•:..rv. -°;"'•- ~----- :.-r ,,_: 
.(Z )-
•t 
. - _ .... ·- - -----.. -· :=-.. ~ 
___ ......... _. __ _ 
., 
·,: ,. :· r 
______ _,.~ ·--·-. .-·- -------· .. 
-------· -· .' - - -· - . - -~·- t ·- • ·- - • 
"' 
'J::'he joint probability of X 1 in N1 . and _o ___ o_r_I_i_n_N __ =-2. ____ ..;...,___.----------------:-
is the product of (1) and (2): ,, 
. N, ! pX, (I - P) N ,+Na.-X, 
. -~------·--~- ------- - -X, ! (N.--~ ! 
---,.=,-c. ---'"-"--- ---·-·. ·.,~--- _•....;_...;.__'-·-· ~ . -- .. - . ::,·-~--=--,----·-- :--·--:-: ·. ---·.:::_:.:. . -- ··- --·· - -- ............. -------·· 
f;:·' 
~.-:r:;;-•. ;. -_- - • 
r ... :,,: 
tJ:.te sum Qf the following two conditional probabilities: 
7 
. t 
' .. ----·----------·----- -~---··---·---------··· ---------~---·--···-----------·-·------------·----- ------------·-------· . ··-- --·--· ··---··· ··- .... ------------ -------- ,------------ ------------,---------···----------------- -- - . ------------ --
. ' 
'i' 
-· .,....,.._.. ,, .. ··-. , ___ - .. ··-·. __ , ~ ---·--··- --- -··· . -~·-·····--·-···--
r" ~ 
! ...... SC.Li . 
,·• 
I 
- -=·· ..;,;,;;,..·. ·- ~-:;;;;:;:..;;·-· - :::::;:.;:::;:,· -~--. ·;;;;:;:,;.;·--···-=·· :;;::';;;;;::;:=· • =·--=·· =;;;;:;;;=--..;;;..; ..  ~--·-·--· ~,;;;, ... ·- .... ·:--. -·_·_ -. - - - -- -:-;-· ~----:~·- r··,-~---'=·-:"'' ___ ·~~~--- - ---- - ·-· ... . ----··--:· - __ -,-._·-· - - . -., ~-~- --~--- --- - . 
·------ --------p (Xli~ NI and O in Nz ' XI in (N1 + Nz)) 
;~. 
- - and p (X1 in NI and I in Nz I (X1 + 1) in (NI + Nz)) 
The probability of_X1 in (N1 + Nz) 
< . ' 
= B (X1; N1 + Nz, P) · and the 
- probability of (X1 + 1) in (N1 + Nz) 
: ,_,._, 
= B (-X l + 1; NI .+ Nz, P) 
(N,+N,)! pX•(I - P)N,+Nr'X, 
X, ! (N,+Na-X,)! and 
·----·-·----------·--·-· - . -- - . ---- -·· ~ .,_ ·----·-·--·------ . 
- ------- ....:,...· . ·- ·- . -
I:· 
-- ... -· ..... _______ , ------ - . 
····-~ .... --
(N, + N,) ! pX,+1{ )N,+Na-JC,-1 (X.,+ I)! (N,+N,- X,-1)! I - P . , respectively (4) 
Therefore foi; _ the modifi_~d_ test the required probability 
, p ( 0 in N2 and X 1 in N 1 I X 1 in (N 1 + Nz)) 
+ p (1 in N2 and x 1 in N 1 I (X1 + 1) in (N1 + N 2 )), 
is·found by (3) and (4.) ~hove. 
-··· ____ ... ,_ ... --- -'--··-~- ------·-·- --
- -· -- ·- ..... -·-
.. --· ... -- • ., ~- o:•, ... 
~. -.~ .... .. ~.- --,-. .. .. 
,IJJ -· ...... • --• ... _ ·- --~-- .. • ..... 
. -----·-· ·-·--··-""-·- .............. ______ -· 
N,! N,!Na 
X, ! (N1 -X,) ! X, ! (N, -X,) ! 
---=-=---- + ----=-..------(N. + Na)! (N 1+ N,)! 
x, r < N, + N& - X.,) ! ex,.... 1 ) ! {N. + N &- x. - 1 ) ! 
-·-·-· ' . 
·-- -~ 
-- - ---·--
- --- -- - --- -- - --~·-1,.....---- -
- ___ --______ , ----- --·-·-·---·----·-·-·-·-------··· -
--
- _ N,!(N,+Na-X,)! · Na(X,+IJN,!(N,+Na-X,-1)! 
"'I 
' ' 
--~·---~--~------=-~--~-· -~-.. --~N-;·=x.r,-(N,'+NJT~·~-+--- . (N. -X.)! (N. + N,)! M ........ ..._.,_~---. ~------=-• ••• •=• - ---- •••• . _,.,.....,.._._,.A1-", ............ .. 
-- -- ----- ·-·-·· -------·--- . - ---- ·-----~ --- ·--------------
f5) _ · 
I 
8 
~ ·--· --- - - ---- ---~----- - ------------------. - - - -- - - - -- -- - - -
-~----- __ , -== __ ·_·~ ____ -____ =--===~========--~~--=~~--_;:.::'::::-:;;:".'''"'\~---~-~---~--~= 





-,·-· - . -· 
- - ~-·-· -
- ·- -- -· 
. --_ ... .:..-....-- - ---------.·--... _._. ....... _ -------
Again, set (5) 6. « for the same values of 0( , o~ os, 
0. 10, and 0. 20; then solve for the least Nz which satisfies the 
9 
-
inequality. A tabJe similar to Sirota' s .. could be generated. 
This table would give Nz for selected values of Ni and X1. 
Intermediate values can be developed by interpolation. The 
individual values could be computed by using a relatively 
simple FORTRAN program- on an IBM 1620 computer. 
- . ,- ... ::;' 
----:-:c=---
.. 
One can readily see that for all values of N 1 and x1 , ~~-
1 the N2 values for the modified test are larger than the 
~orresponding values for Sirota' s Test. 
The power function for this modified test is given by; 
p (0 in Nz and X1, in N1 I X1in (N1 + Nz)) 
II 
I 
- .. . .• . ·-·-- -~·-· -- ~~ :_..;. .~ --··":-- . ---'- _·..;. ___ :.: ... ~: :. ~.-.. 
··T-p (l-in·N2 and *c iBNr I {Xl tl) in fN1 + :Nz)L ·-- .. _: ·. 




.f (~ P,' (I -P,/' -t ( X~\) p:·-;. (I - P2)" .. -x. +"c. 
'-so 
. --------------- --
-- - - -
-, • -. ·•-~-- • • • -- C" • •· •-• 
- -, , 
¥"' 
Where P 1 = probability of~-clefectfve in-the fir·s·-r-·sample ----=-..,--~---
and P 2 = probability ~f a defective in the first sample. 
9 
-·-- ···--- - ·t ·-·.· 
0 . 
·• •• 1/ 
---.. - - --- . ·- ----- ·----- ·-· 
• . 
-· ------------------------ - -
• 
-
-- -·-··------- ·-··· .. ·-· -- ·-·---- -- ------··· . ·- 1.0 --.. ···........... ··-·· ... -·---···-·· - ·-- ---- -· .. ··-------.. ·.· ··--
. ·--- ·-···---·-·------ -··---------- -···--
~ 
-
. ~ . ·. 







- ;•,-- ... 
• •· .,-,.~ •• ·••- • " '"'l" •"'a~•. •:• 
- ... -: ··- ... 
P. 
Probability of De.fective 
As can be eeen from this curve, the power curves of the 
- • JO • • •, • --- ~- - - -•-· ·- ... -- '.f -
-~modified ·test are S-.~haped where the p.o~er curves of.Sir-Ota!-s-..... 
Test are J-shaped. Therefore, even though the second sample 
size for the modified test is la.rger than Sirota' s for all val'u.E?_~L __ 
. - -----· --·--·------ . . . -- ----
a total cost analysis of the· two tests suggests itself. 
, 
. ~-----·------------
, ... ,1, 
""""'-'f'"--~~~-~J..:4-"?H'" ,r -, it:•·:c,--•-•-~n.-..--..........,..._,...-,.,-,..~~---~. 
'1 
··-----·-----·------ - ------~------·--- ·-----· -··· --
·------ -· ------------.- ----~--------~----- ---- . - .. - -
-~·-
- -------- --------
--- -~- --- --- --- - -- ·--- -- . --
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-, - -·· - - . - - -- - --- --······ - . . --· .. -~-
..;.2:~----·-··_.:..::.--~--=- - ---
. .... _ ·-·~ .- . -, ------------·-·- . III. BAYESIAN TECHNIQUE FOR DEVELOPING TESTS FOR 
j. \ f 
. -- "--~- --~ - - ---- .. - -
. 
. -· ·. ---· '·-- ..-•u ~- - - •· --· ···- ... 
MAKING SUPERIORITY COMPARISONS 
" 
·- --~---~-- ---- - -- Irl-B Zero Acceptance Number 
---.---------- - ·-· 
- ----~· ----------,,. --- ----- ---
---------ln-s-anie applications_, ____ befo_r~ ~he first sample is taken, 
the assumption must be made that all values of pare equally 
likely: 
fo (P) = I , 
___ -····- , ... ____ _.,. _______ ,_. _:;.--.. ·-- "· _ .. ___ . ___ If._.P ~~r~ known, th'en the bi~omial would apply: 
-. - ·~~ .. ~ ... -
. f, (XI P)= (~) PX (I - P)N-X 
The joint _probability of x and p, 
L (X,P) = fo(P)· f. (XI P) 
- -.-- ~----1...-..---~- -------- ~-.----------. --. -~-
Integrate OU:t p, the marginal distr~bution of xis, 
. 
t 1 ··. ;• 
1. 
.. · ,-;- -· ·=·--~ 
I I 
. f, (X)=f {(P) ·f, (XI P)d P_= (~)[ P\I - Pt-)( d _P 
0 0 
• ·.-· •.- - •r •"';, :· 4 
.. 
·" 




••-• ••••--••••-• -·-------------s .~••• .. , -.·- ... - • ·--·.-·-.~·---- 0 0 0 .--~· 0 • • .- • 
-··-• - •••-•••"""•-•••··--•••••••--•• •··-·-·----
-•-·- ··-.- -
---- - 0 ··•-·-••••-·--·••-•••••••-••••·•••··•--•-•-'• 
.. -·--·-- --·--- --··--··-- -·-···-·--·--··- ----------------~ --- ··-·"--·- . --·-· -- -----~-~ :-·-- ·-··- . ~ .. - --- ._,.._ ..... ' -----·-···---·--··· ·---·-·--· 
I 
N 1 I (X + I) I (N - X + I) • I I 
= ------------------=---- - --;--.·--·--:-·------·-·-----·-- . -·-·· x ! (N - X) ! j (N + 2) N + I 
-- i 
·- J • -
.... ·: .. _ ~: . - . 
· ----_ --·r-,_A-s---o-f this point.the s-a-mple of -N1 was taken_and x defects 
.. --~---------~-.-~""""-~------..!---.~~"'" ... ~ -·- -···--. -- -----------~--- .: .. --_- ·_. _____ . ·-- ·-::.--::-.. -::·-·::-_~ _____ ___ ...:.-=::-::·:: .. '.:.-_-::.-:-:_. ___ . __ _ ·- -·--·----'-.......__..,_,..---__,,-, 






. . .. , _____ ,-=·-=· == 
the first sample. 
£ (Pix)= £<xlP)· f.(P} 
""' f.(x) 
= ( ~·) PJC (I - P) H,-.11 • I • ( N + I) 
Now a second sample of size Nz is taken. Using f., for 
. ·----- -· .. 




-.l - - . 
... 
-- .-:: - - .. '": - - .. -·-- -- -





=(N,+ 1)( ~·) PJf (I - P)N.~N .. -X dP 
0 
____ ___,__ ____ . --· - --. --------·-····--- -··--- . ·-- - -----------
-.. 
_(N,+ I)! (N,+Na-X)! 
-
•/ (N,-X)t (N,+ Nz.-1 )I 
.. ~ '·-·--. ~- ~-~ - -- -- ... .. :-' -.. · - ,1,: ... · .;, - . ... .- . - . ... .. .., •••. -- --- ' - -- .,.. ·-f--- ,.__ • -
----~· .. ----------· -------
---···--------.... ~ ·- ..... ' .. - ·..:...-· .....::...,.;.... _ ___;. _ __:._ . ..:_·~--... ~------~-------~-----------
---
________ M _______ ••r • -~--------- • •••--•- - ----------~-·------------·-
----------- ----------------
-------
By sei:ting f., (0 in N2 ) ~ 0( for particular values of ot, 
-
- ; 
one could solve. for the· least values of Nz w~i-~h s_atisfy the 
inequality. A table similar to .Sirota could be generated. 
. .... :.:..~·-···- ., -· ----· - -- - - -- - - --- - -
------ ... 
. • ! - ... - ----- ..• - . __ ,_ .. ;. - .· .. 
-
--~-- ---- --- -,-.-
-- -·: -,--- -- ------- •·· - -- - - _.. -~- • 
--. -
~>-·-··•--• •• ••• • • •• • •- •• 
-·•- .. - " - •-• H• ••- • -·a 
• •- ·•- ·••- - .u••-•- ••• -•·• •• "" •••"•" • ••• •••> •o~P -• "' 
-·· ·--------·:·.- . ..... ·-'-'--.· -'--' -· ---- _______ ____,__.__ 
._ .. ___ ,- ___ - ----- ------·-- ···-· -- -------· . -- - --- --·----~ ..----- -
---------------· --··~-- .. :~--'--' ··'-----















-- - - ~· -- - !.__ - ---- - -- .. -- • 
., 
t· 
III. TESTS FOR MAKING SUPERIORITY COMPARISONS OF PRIOR 
TESTED ITEMS 
III-B One Acceptance Number .... -
..... The development through f+ (Pj X) ·· is identical to III-A. 
Let Y = number of defectives in second sample of N2. Then, 
\ 
' fs (Yin Na)= f, (YIP> N,) ' £. (PIX) d P 
I 
~ (N,+I)(~~ (~1 p" .. y (I- P)N,t-Na-JC•l' d p 
Therefore, 
.-~. 
: . - .. -.. - ' .. ~ . . 
. . - ... 
.. 
- .... - --· . -- ~ - . - ..... _ ... -- - ... . - . 
-· ~. -
--- . --__ : __ ·· .. ,.. . .. .. . .. £' (O' +r 'I)= (~_·-+:.')' .. X!_(N. +Na.- X) ! + N,.{)(±IJL{N.1±N~~x'.".".J)! -··-
. ------~ - ··-·· ·- ·-·- ·· --~: '$ ,, Js.\ X ! (N ,-X) I (N. + Ni +f) ! (N. + Nz.+ I) I 
(NI + I) ! (NI+ N &- X - I) ! . 
. =,N,-x) ! (N. + Na+ I)! (N. + 2 N,.+ N,.X -X) 
. _: .. - · . .:·~--·--: -·---. ~- ---~ ·- -· ---- - ...... - - - . 
·· ... ·. ·· -~ ·By-setting this·sum [fiO) +f6 (1il ~ CC. for particular values ·-"';"7:-.. --- -- -
of o( , one could solve for the least values of N2 which satisfy 
the inequality. A table similar to Sirota could be generated. 
13 
:.1:. __ ._ .. 
-----~---------~----
.. ,.,.,·,-m~•-woo-_ ..:.------=----·--··· ~-----···:----:-____ --------.-·--~---·· -------=---= 
• 
The results of this Bayesia_n _technique· on Page 12-are 
·essentially the same as those of the exact method used by Sirota, 




· sive because we ~tarted with the assumption ·of complete ignorance 
j about the distribution of p; fa (P) =I > 0 ~ P ~ I . This as sump-
tion is valid for an experimental situation where absolutely 
I 
nothing is known about p. However, for an industrial process 
or acceptanc·e, sampling, som_e prior-- ~owledge is almost certainly 
avaiJable. ln a situation where some prior knowled-ge·. 1$ available, 
a. :Be~a dis:-trlb:ution c_ould be used for f;, (P) as in Jc>hn -Borg's 
·T·hesis .(1-2)~ 
Since this :B-'ay:e.sian teqhnique yield.s: 1ari.al9go.u..s tes·ults ·t.o· 
-..-
Sirota' s by s.t~rt_it1gi:f:r'o.m. complete ignorance·,. a_ p.ractitio·11er · 
equipp~d with some :Pr~q.:r;, _J91gwledge of_ the-_eli-slribution of p·,· · · ·· 
.... -
. . . : ~- ·-. ... ::"""·.· ·- . -- , ., . 
----- -· --··------.--·~-::.--:--::-:--i--·--:;-
--.-
-- -- - .. ~---- ... ··-·--::. -· - ·.:· ::-:-"-· ----- ---·····-· 
--- --- . - .. · -· 
.. 
should be ab 1 e to imp r o ve ~,oti c ea b 1 y __ on __ Sir.ot.a!..s--r..e-s-U-lts.----""'''·-'·--··"'··C--'-.,.-"--·· .. .:.::.:...-:-·-::-:=::..--':':;-."·-:.. . .::_-----~---------- --~---- -- ---~------- ---·+-·~--~---------- . -· 
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Given that a lot of true quality P is suspected, what 
is the probability that it will be accepted if it·is resubmitted 
without change in quality and if Sirota' s plan is used? Now, 
p (lot is ultimately accepted I loi is suspected) 
= p (lot is suspected and ultimately accepted) · • 
) 
p (lot is suspected) 
'P ·(lot is suspected and ultimately: accepted} 
N, 
. • 
= L (~')pi. (1-P)N,•Nuo-c. 
C. cc l, 
' ~·-) 
N, N . . ( . ' ( 1) 1. ( )N 1 - L p lot 1s suspected} = L , P I - P 
i•c l 
• 1· 
p (lot is ultimately accepted I lot is suspected) 
N, N . .l 
. L { ' •) PL (I P)N,+Na(I.)"' 
l:C. l 
------------
- N. N . • 





------·-- .. -- '• ----·--. " --,--,-.,.--. -,.,...---- . - -· - .. ,. . . . -~,-c-. ---- •·•·· ~' ( i. I J p i_ (I - P) ~ I -L 
•. . . ... 
Since Si rota has calculated N 2 (i.> for various values ___ of .N 1 
_ _;_ "'---'---'...,~- -----------
- - -~. ·- -- - . 
. a~d i, it is pos_siQle~ to c .. alculate -this pr·o-oaoilif-y"-for- -V';~i~~s 
______ .-::--~~:---::::::-::--:::-:::: ___ , _ _._'5_~:-=--=----------·-:-"':"-'~~-..---. ----._ --~_-:_:_~---~--~~-:-_" __ ·- -: ". ------- -- ~' ...... "--· -······· ... " -- - "--·-" --- --·-·-···--·-·-·-·- ·-·--·---------·--·-·- .. --- ________ .. ______ ..... -- .. ·-. "" -· -- --- " " .. 
I 11., 
values of N:1_ and P. If P is small this probabiii 
-----'-' :.:. .. -·-~ " 
tfirst place (the second sample actually provides a chance 
Jo re.ctify a mistakfa); but if P is large, this probability should 
15 
., 
. .. . . . 
- ·,__ _;;...~_~_. __ , ~::;;:;.l_:"'·~· ,.-·, 
. ·- -· ··---·----,·------~- -------
<l 
"";;;a-::-~::.-'-,2-- =· '~'.;':8• 
,-
• 
--- ··-·- '-·-·- .-,. 
- -- - ------- -~----~:_:......·--.....;..·· .. --...,--_---.,...--•-.:::::;:-_ -----,•n· - -----:~-- ---~-- - - ---~~~:~=-=-=-=-~--~==-~~=--<--~~7~•~-C --'==---.,..--=-,,,--•~, --~~•= 
be small. For a g\ven N 1 , a plot of this probability against P 
would look· like the following: 
1.0 
-~· 
PROB. -. 'I _-, ./ 
. 




This plot tells us something apout the operating character-
istic of Sirota"' s test. 
Given that a lot of true· quality P is suspected, what is 
the probability that it will be rejected if it is res'ubmitted with 
improved quality P 1( P~ P). and Sirota' s plan is used: This· 
probability turns out to be 
,r 
-~-~---. -· . ,·... ------------~~---·-·-····-----------··--... -- . ·--··-----·-··------··-·------··--···-----~- ·--·-··----~·---.. -- .. , --------- ..,... ' . . ' ' . ·---- · ... ·-·.·· .•. - ·. ... . ' . 
- - .. -- -- •--- -- ----
--· . 
. ---- -
- ·- - ------------ ------------------ -------------------------------- - ·---------- ----·----. --·--··-------- --------·--------------- -~----------- -· --- - ---· ---
_ would look like the following: 
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- - ~ - ---.-----
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o.o I p ~-
p '.o 
One .p:oint concerning th·e c:IasJ3ical ·treatrne_rtt' .of: th.i~ 
problem as opposed to the Bayesian is that the ·classical 
approach do;es not make use of the knowledge gained as you go 
along, where the B.aye::s:;ian approach does . 
-: 
.- "·!·-·· 
---------------,.--------------.;. __ ,,_ -·--------:·-·-----------,-----..,--__.;,~-.-.'.-;.__T._~--~-..--.-·.-·--·--:------.. ·----: - . -: .----·· ------- - ------.. ~ .... -. -.,.-_ ~---.-.. ----- -.-.-:~-:--_-.. ··---~---· -----:---.. -·-- . ··-·--- _· .. _·. :· ··,- . . ---·-- ------··-·· 
.. . . . .. ---- - - . --- ·-·--- - .. 
.,. 
-· -... '- .. - -- . __ ,_ - ·- -- ----·----. ·- ---- - - .. --·· - - · . . - -· ..... -·· ·- - - ~-- -. -.. _ .. ·--_..;._._.,......__·. 
. . ,_,,. _____ .- .. -:-. .·. . . . . 
-- ·-··-··-.·---··---·-·---··'"··---··-·.-···----·· ... _,_ 
·-~ 
··-
---- --~--.. .. 
- ----·-···- -· - . . ·- - - . 
. . ·. . . . ' 
~-----·-=-·---.---·-------.-. 
-- ·--------------
. . ' ----- ···-··------- - . -·--- ----
. ---_ --.··--- -- _. .. -- ·--- ... .. ·~-: ---~·---' 
- . --- -·---··-. --· 
, ;---- - ---... · -- --.-·- .-.- ------~~- ,.- .. - . -:--. c-c-· ··.. . ---- - . -- --
i--r:--- - ----------------------, . . . -------- ---.-- ~- ·-·-. 
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I. The cost to inspect a unit; is the ·same when sampling 
2 
- .. 
or screening one hundred per cent. 
If the lot is ~ejected by the second sample, it will. be· 
screened. 
3., The screening of the lot after the rejection of the 
·second sample will be one hundred pe.r cent effective 
I 
and therefore, no furthe·r sampling win be necessary. 
Expression for total expected cost: 
.... 
Lot C 1 = Cost to inspect one unit~ 
... - .. - - -~ ·'• '--:- - ---
Cz:- :~ .P:e.nalty cost for accepting one. ,def~·¢Ji:y.e_ unft. · 
M Lot size. 
. ··--~' 
__ ... - ···--·-- ... -~--.. ··--.... -~.---••....:-- ... __ .._- · .............. __ ..,..._.. __ .. ____ .··• -. ·-----.. --·--· ~-~-- ... '· __ . ____ . ·,-· --· - ... 
· '" Pa-· - . Pfooaoilffy- of acc~pting the lot after ~the 
./ 
sample of size N2 . 
---·- ·----··---------··-- .. --""'" --.·-· ~-"':."'-. . - .. --~----~--- - ~- --------'--.---- -------- ---~ . --- . - --------- -- - - -----
___________ ,. _________ ··-------~-
. ----~ . -. -·-·. - -·---' --- -··· . ---- __ :_ ·-··---- - ·.;;, ______ , -_.,_ --··~--. · __ . _._, _· .... - . . . ... ·---···-····----· .. 
~·· 
Pr - (1-Pa.l = Probability of rejectingthe lot after. the second ., I. 
,· 
sample of size Nz. 
----------··----- -- -----·· ------------··- -- .. -- ---
------ -------·-- ' - -·-·--------------~----" -------------------------- --.--re ...:-_""-:.._-:;--:.-:-.:::~~::·.fa~·::::--~,:-:;:-!:";··.~··"'T.7!!.,"!"_!'":;•:.'W •..:::.•v:•y--- ,,,-r-::;--:f""l~~~';: ••. ~-~-'t•'t:::~._.,,.,.._..,.. .. ,.J •t»l';l"'!"~P"{ .......... t ,.,,.,....,,._~-=.1 -X~C1 ~-------41•"1-"-•-,--
----.,,..,.......---.~-~-~ ......... ._ ............ ~ ... -..... ,--·,-
. ___ __,.,__ _ _ ----- -- ------ ----·-----·--·-· --· .. ·--·-----·---------···- --···--·-·--- -
- -· 
·-----=---.,,.-----:-------
Pt True per cent defective of acc_~p_t~4. __ ~_9t._ 
- ·-··- . - . .. .. ··--·· .-.-.:. , .... -.. ;; - . . . - - '. - -- ..... -- . - . . . - ...... ·- .. - -· - - - . - ... , .. 
·- . 
-·· --· - - -- ----------- ----··-- -- ------ -----·-- ---------------- - - -
-Therefore; ·-tlie "total expected cost" 
-
-
·-------- --------~--------· -~~ 
Cost to inspect the second sample and cost to screen the 
( 
rejected lot an·d penalty cost for defeG.tive units in the 
accepted lot. 
1.8: r 
. --- -----.-------------------------=-·=·-...... - ....a· '""""····ea,a;;.··--------~-
----- - - -- - ------ - -








. . . 
- In all cases, if one accepts the lot after the second 
'sample, it is becaus·e the hypothesis that P 1 · = · P 2 ·has been 
--------..Lt~ew.j-1::e.J..;ct_ed_. __ AlsQ __ , ___ SiJ!ce t!?,_~ __ l~t was rejected at the first -~mp1
4
e 
where x1 defectives we·re observed in N 1 units, an analysis 
of costs must include a value for P 2 (Pt above} which is less 
thanx1/N1• 
An approach which is not in any sense uniquely best, but 
whlch c:~:n be rationalized is to assume O~Ptc.X, / N, and 
that ·all values are equally likely, that is; 
fo (Pt) = N, / X , > 0 t Pt < X ./ N, 
Then apply the same Bayesian technique th_a.t. W:a.s _us:ed: in 
f} 
Section III of this paper, i. e. , 
--··----- -- ___ .. ___ .. ____ -- ., ---..---1. .. t--,.,, ... ,_:;,._...._..;.., . .:.;..~-·-~ ___ ... __ _ 
_ ____ ,. ____ .,._ --- --.... 






,.. ,... .,!--? .• ,,,,._ __ •..••. " r . • 
- ---- ---·---·---.. -- -·-- ----·- - ••·'--·- ·--- - ---·--·· ·-···- -- ····------······--·· -·---- -· ___ .,______ .... ------ -- ------ ....... ···- ······. .... . .. -······ -- ............ --... ··-····-- ...... - .. -·----·-.. ··-···- ·-·------------·· -····--·---.. -·-··---~----~---' --····· ------ -·. - -
---~--- ---- - --·- ________ ,. ______ ·- . - -- . - .. - -. - ----, . 
-
where Y = number of defec·ts in the seG--On-d-s-ample. 
-- ------·-----
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.f. (I / Pt).Ni 
+ ' x. i (I) !. 
· .. where f 4 is our best estimate of Pt. 
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In the expression for total cost, Pa can be considered 
.. 
dependent upon f+ (Pt J Y); and each term of the expression 
involves N 2. Therefore, the- total cost can be· minimized 
with respect to N2 , and table of Nz constructed, like Sirota' s, 
in terms of. X ap.d N 1. ·• 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS_ 
Sirota'·s approach to solving the problem of superiority 
comp~rison~ of prior tested items, is ba·sed on the decision 
While his. test criterion of minimum second sanip~e size. 
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does indeed yield the minimum second sample size, this paper· 
indicates that if the criterion of minimum total expected cost is 
used, Sirota's test isn't optimal for all ranges of the related 
. 
co.sts. 
The modified test developed in this paper is dlrectecl to 
.. 
··· the-problem ·of reducing total ·expected ··cost. By increasing 
the acceptance number to one, the likelihood of making a fi 
:type error is reduced.- However, it is suspected that neither 
:Sirota' s test or the modified test are unifor~ly optimal with 
t • " 
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· · ---T-h-e Bayesian-te-chnique, · introducted in Section III :of -
this paper, yields analogous results to the first two tests even 
. when based on an assumption of complete ignorance off (p) ... 
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Since -in -m-o-st industrial situations, . one has · very good inform-
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anon··cc:mc-erning-the---distribution of p, and further since the 
.Bayesian technique makes use of information gathered as one 
proceeds, this approach appears to h~ve the most potenti
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VII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FU·R THER STUDY 
·,. 
1. Develop a ·cost mod_el based on the Baye_sian technique 
------ -----------




introduc.ed in th~s -paper. The rati<:> of c 2 /c 1 should 
---------·- --
___ ,__ -----·- ----·-· -- ·--- - ------ --
----~-------- -----:---
----oe--a -u-se-f ul paraineter in the model. 
Use this cost model and attempt to develop an ·optimal 
test using the Bayesian technique on larger acceptance 
'" 
numbers. 
For-the special case where the s_qur·ce of the parts is:· 
limited, such as a one shot production run, the 
distribution. '.,_. 
4.. The entire problem could b·e- •converted by going back 
before the first sample. One .could then ;attempt to 
solve for· the optimal set of N1 and N2. 
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